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Abstract 

RGS4 is the most studied among RGS proteins. It is mostly expressed in brain areas, such as cortex 

and basal ganglia, but there is evidence of its expression in lungs and heart. The involvement of 

RGS4 in various pathological conditions, such as schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease (PD) and L-Dopa 

induced dyskinesia (LID) has been proven.  

LID is a cluster of abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs), caused by chronic administration of L-

Dopa. In a previous study, we demonstrated the antidyskinetic effect of Nociceptin/Orphanin FQ 

peptide (N/OFQ) receptor (NOP) agonists in a rat model of LID. Now we seek to widen the 

therapeutic window of a NOP receptor agonist leveraging the RGS4-NOP receptor interaction. In 



this report, I present the investigation of the interaction of RGS4 with the NOP receptor in a cell 

model, the transfected HEK293T cells. Biochemical readout of NOP activity was the D1 receptor-

stimulated cAMP accumulation in cells. Main finding of the present study is the evidence of the 

RGS4 driven negative modulation of NOP receptor signaling in vitro.  

Introduction 

Regulators of G-protein signaling (RGS) are a class of protein which negative modulate the 

intracellular pathways evoked by G-proteins. An intracellular signal transduction starts when a 

ligand binds a GPCR, leading to the dissociation of the heterotrimeric G-protein into Gα and Gβγ 

subunits. RGS proteins bind the Gα subunit and accelerate the hydrolysis of GTP, turning the GPCR 

signal off. It has been shown that RGS proteins can theoretically modulate all GPCRs coupled to Gi/o 

or Gq, although some of them are more selective than others.  

RGS4 is the most studied among RGS proteins. It is mostly expressed in brain areas, such as cortex 

and basal ganglia, but there is evidence of its expression in lungs and heart. RGS4 negatively 

modulates various GPCRs involved in brain function, such as muscarinic M4 [1], opioid mu (MOP) 

and delta (DOP) [2-5], and glutamatergic mGlu5 receptors [6]. It has been shown that RGS4 regulates 

both MOP and DOP receptors, but the most surprising thing is the highly specific modulation driven 

by RGS4 on intracellular pathways evoked by these receptors. It has been shown that RGS4 does 

not affect morphine-induced antinociception but is involved in the reward effect mediated by this 

drug [3]. Moreover, RGS4 regulates the analgesic properties of MOP receptor agonists, like 

phentanyl and methadone [3].  

Recently, Jutkiewicz and coll [4] published a very interesting work where a highly selective DOP 

agonist, SNC80, was tested in RGS4 knockout mice. The aim of that study was to investigate whether 

the different DOP receptor mediated behaviors are regulated by distinct signaling molecules and 

pathways, in order to improve the safety of DOP receptor agonists. Indeed, DOP receptor agonists 



are good analgesic drugs and, contrary to the MOP receptor agonists, they do not have side effects 

like constipation, respiratory depression or abuse liability [7]. Unfortunately, DOP receptor 

stimulation has a strong pro-convulsant component. Clearly, the knowledge of the underlying 

mechanisms which drive these effects is crucial to improve the therapeutic efficacy and overall 

pharmacological profile of a DOP drug. Jutkiewicz and coll reported that the genetic deletion of 

RGS4 or the acute pharmacological blockade of RGS4 by CCG-203769 increased the potency of 

SNC80 in terms of antinociceptive, antihyperalgesic and antidepressant-like effects, but did not alter 

the pro-convulsant effect of SNC80 [4].  

These findings suggest that RGS4 can selectively modulate DOP-mediated behaviors acting as a 

negative modulator of some, specific behavioral outcomes. This is very important for drug 

development in terms of safety improvement and clinical utility.  

In this respect, determining the intracellular signaling molecules that regulate specific behaviors 

might be very useful also to improve the therapeutic potential of Nociceptin/Orphanin FQ (N/OFQ) 

opioid (NOP) receptor agonists. The NOP receptor is a peculiar (“non-opioid”) member of the opioid 

receptor family [8] and is involved in motor disorders, such as PD [9] and LID [10]. NOP receptor 

agonists proved to be anti-dyskinetic in animal models of LID [10, 11]. Nonetheless, they also exert 

strong hypolocomotive/sedative effects [11]. Although previous studies about RGS4 modulation of 

NOP receptor signaling are controversial [2, 12], in this study we hypothesized that the blockade of 

RGS4 can selectively improve the anti-dyskinetic effect of NOP receptor agonism. 

Indeed based on previous literature we know that: i) RGS4 might be a negative modulator of NOP 

receptor signaling, since this GPCR is coupled to a Gi/o protein; ii) these two proteins share the same 

distribution in brain and in neuronal subpopulations, iii) considering the strong functional and 

morphological analogies between NOP and the classical opioid receptors, previous studies have 

reported the ability of RGS4 to negative modulate MOP [2] and DOP [4] receptors. 



We tested our hypothesis in a well-accepted animal model of LID [13-15], the 6-OHDA hemilesioned 

rat chronically treated with L-Dopa. We were able to show the potentiation of the anti-dyskinetic 

effect of AT-403 when associated with a selective RGS4 inhibitor, CCG-203920. In addition, we were 

glad to report that the blockade of RGS4 did not affect the sedative effect of AT-403. In addition, 

CCG-203920 potentiated the AT-403-driven normalization of phophorylated ERK 1/2 levels in the 

dopamine-depleted striatum, a biochemical correlate of human LID in rodents [11, 13]. Overall, 

these data strongly point to an interaction between NOP receptor and RGS4. To prove the existence 

of such interaction, we quantified the D1-induced production of cAMP in Human embryonic kidney 

(HEK293T) cells.  

Materials and methods 

Cell culture and transfection 

Human embryonic kidney (HEK-293T) cells were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 

5% CO2 and grown to 90-95% confluence in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. 

Cells were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s recommended 

protocol. All transfections were performed under serum-free conditions in Opti-MEM. Transfections 

were allowed to proceed for 4-5 h before the media was changed back to DMEM with 10 % FBS. 

Experiments were run 24 h after transfection.  For cAMP assays, cells were plated in 6-mm dishes. 

DNA was kept constant at 6 µg and 6 µl of Lipofectamine2000 per plate was used. Empty vector 

(pcDNA3.1+) was used to adjust the total amount of DNA. pcDNA3.1+ transfected cells were used 

as a functional readout of the well performed transfection [16]. In the Fig.1 it is shown the schematic 

representation of the protocol. 

 



 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of transfection protocol in HEK293T cells. 

cAMP measurements in HEK293T cells 

LANCE Ultra cAMP assays (Perkin Elmer; Waltham, MA) was performed in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the day before the assay, HEK-293T cells were transfected as 

indicated above. On the day of experiment, cells were dissociated from dishes using Versene 1M. 

Then cells (2,000 cells/well in 5µl) were transferred to a white 384-well microplate (Perkin Elmer) 

and incubated with various concentrations of N/OFQ and SKF-38393 (final 40nM; 5 µl/well) for 30 

min at room temperature. A cAMP standard curve was generated in triplicate according to the 

manual. Finally, europium (Eu)-cAMP tracer (5 µl) and ULight™-anti-cAMP (5 µl) were added to each 

well and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The plate was read on a TR-FRET microplate reader 

(Synergy NEO; Biotek, Winooski, VT). In Fig.2, a simplified protocol for cAMP assay is shown. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of cAMP assay protocol. 

 

Isolation and characterization of MSNs neurons from mice 



16-days pregnant female mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and embryonic sac removed. 

The embryos were retrieved from the sac and kept in ice-cold dissecting solution during the whole 

procedure. Under sterile conditions, the brain was quickly collected from each embryo and with the 

help of a microscope the striata were isolated and put in a fresh dissecting solution-filled Petri dish. 

The striata were gently cut into small pieces, transferred into a new Petri dish filled with enzyme 

solution and incubated at 37°C for 30 min. After the incubation, the striata were treated with 

enzyme solutions at different concentrations. The tissue was cleaned and triturated by gently 

passing through a pulled glass pipet. Cell suspension was transferred to 15 ml conical tube 

containing the warm NBM+B27 medium and seeded into a 24-well plate with coated slices. Neurons 

are maintained at 37 °C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2/95% air, for 12 days. 

We stained our neurons in order to confirm the correct isolation procedure and the presence of 

specifc markers for GABAergic neurons. We used NeuN to mark the neurons and GAD65 to highlight 

GABAergic cells. We repeated this procedure at 5, 7 and 10 days after the dissection. 

 

Results 

RGS4 negatively modulates NOP receptor-driven inhibition of D1-stimulated cAMP production in 

HEK293T cells 

The crosstalk between NOP and RGS4 was investigated in a cellular model. To this aim, we used as 

a readout the inhibition of the D1-stimulated cAMP production driven by the Gαi/o coupled to the 

NOP receptor in HEK273 cells. We performed the assay with two different compounds, the NOP 

receptor endogenous ligand (N/OFQ), and the small molecule agonist, AT-403, which will be used in 

the in vivo experiments. 

In cells transfected with the NOP receptor only (Fig.3), N/OFQ inhibited in a concentration-

dependent manner the cAMP production stimulated by SKF-38393 (40 nM). In these conditions, 



N/OFQ showed a pIC50=7.82 and a maximal inhibition of cAMP production of 60%. Co-transfection 

of RGS4 with the NOP receptor caused a rightward shift of the concentration-response curve of 

N/OFQ (Fig.3) with a reduction of its potency (pIC50 7.18). Maximal efficacy was slightly but not 

significantly reduced (-28%). In order to investigate whether NOP receptor might be regulated by 

other RGS proteins, we compared the response of N/OFQ in the presence of RGS19, which is 

structurally very similar to RGS4 and reported to interact with NOP receptor signaling [12]. When 

NOP receptor and RGS19 were co-transfected, the N/OFQ curve was shifted on the right (Fig.3), with 

a reduction of N/OFQ potency (pIC50 7.27). Also, in this case, maximal N/OFQ efficacy was reduced, 

but non significantly (-38.97%). 
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Fig. 3 Concentration–response curves of N/OFQ is shaped by RGS4 and RGS19. Data are mean ± SEM of n = 7-8 
experiments per group. 

We next investigated whether RGS4 and RGS19 were able to modulate also the effect of AT-403. As 

shown for N/OFQ, AT-403 (Fig.4) inhibited in a concentration-dependent manner the D1-stimulated 

cAMP production, showing higher potency (pIC50=9.92) and similar efficacy (maximal inhibition of 

67%). RGS4 co-transfection caused a rightward shift of the AT-403 curve, with a reduction of the 

pIC50 (9.24) and maximal efficacy (-20%). Again, we also investigated the response of AT-403 in the 



presence of RGS19 and found that also RGS19 shifted to the right the curve of AT-403 (Fig.4), leading 

a reduction of AT-403 pIC50 (8.90) and maximal efficacy (-35%). 
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Fig. 4 Concentration–response curves of AT-403 is shaped by RGS4 and RGS19. Data are mean ± SEM of n = 7 
experiments per group. 

Isolation of MSNs from mice 

In order to demonstrate the interaction between NOP receptor and RGS4 in a condition closer to 

the in vivo experiments, we isolated MSNs from mice. Unfortunately, for a matter of time I could 

not perform any experiment on them, so, here, I reported the preliminary characterization of these 

neurons (Fig. 5). I stained the neurons for NeuN, as a marker for neurons, and GAD65, as marker for 

GABAergic cells, at day 5th, 7th and 10th from the dissection.  

 



 

Fig. 5 Representative images of primary MSNs culture. We stained the culture for a marker of cellular nucleus (DAPI, 
blue), neurons (NeuN, red) and GABAergic cells (GAD65, green). Neurons were stained 5 (A), 7 (B) and 10 (C) days after 
the dissection. 

 

Discussion 

The present study provides the first clear evidence of a functional interaction between RGS4 and 

NOP receptor in vitro.  

RGS4 negatively modulates opioid receptors signaling in a very fine and specific manner [3-5]. 

Previous studies demonstrated that RGS4 negatively regulated reward and physical dependence 

induced by the MOP receptor agonist morphine but did not affect morphine-induced analgesia or 

tolerance [3]. This was very surprising since the same study reported that RGS4 positively affected 

the analgesic effect of methadone and fentanyl [3]. More recently, it was shown that RGS4 

modulated DOP receptor-mediated behavioral outcomes in mice [4, 5]. At first, Zachariou and coll 

[5] demonstrated that RGS4 is involved in SNC80 mediated antidepressant like behaviors, showing 

a better performance in the forced swimming test of RGS4 knockout mice compared to wild type 

mice. Then, Jutkiewicz and coll [4] published a very inspirational study which reported the ability of 



RGS4 to differentially mediate SNC80-stimulated DOP receptor outcomes. Specifically, they showed 

that the total or partial genetic deletion of RGS4 as well as acute pharmacological inhibition of RGS4 

with CCG-203769, increased SNC80-induced antinociception and antihyperalgesia, but did not affect 

the pro-convulsant action of the DOP agonist. Thus, RGS4 appeared able to potentiate selective 

DOP-receptor mediated responses. Likewise, we reasoned that, if RGS4 differentially regulated 

opioid related behaviors, we could target this GPCR modulator to improve the safety and clinical 

profile of NOP receptor agonists. 

The present study evaluated the interaction between RGS4 and NOP receptor in a cell model, i.e. 

HEK273T cells. We transfected RGS4, NOP receptor and D1 receptor, and used as readout of the 

NOP receptor activity the inhibition of D1 stimulated cAMP production, a G protein mediated 

intracellular function [16]. When HEK273T were transfected only with NOP, N/OFQ inhibited the D1-

stimulated cAMP production showing similar efficacy but lower potency than AT-403 (pIC50 7.82 vs 

9.92, respectively). This differs from previous studies showing that N/OFQ and AT-403 had similar 

potencies in the [35S]GTPɣS assay in membranes (EC50 3.6 vs 6.3 nM)[11] and in the mobilization of 

intracellular Ca2+ assay in CHONOP cells (pEC50=9.92; [17]). These differences might reflect the 

different preparations and cell lines, as well as the intracellular pathways used as readout of the 

NOP receptor activation. Nonetheless, the finding that consistent with the abovementioned studies, 

N/OFQ and AT-403 induced the same maximal inhibition in the D1-stimulated cAMP production 

confirmed that AT-403 is a full agonist of NOP receptor [17].  

The finding that co-transfection of RGS4 shifted to the right the N/OFQ curve with a significant 

decrease of potency suggests that RGS4 negatively couples to Gi/o to inhibit NOP receptor signaling, 

providing the first evidence of a RGS4-NOP receptor interaction. This effect is shared by another 

RGS protein, RGS19, functionally very close to RGS4, which was reported to negatively modulate 

NOP receptor signaling in vitro [12]. Thus, both RGS4 and RGS19 modulate NOP signaling in an 



artificial system. Whether this also occurs in a native system remains to be determined. Addressing 

this point might reveal very useful to dissect therapeutic versus unwanted effects of NOP receptor 

agonists.  

These findings are in agreement with what we found in the in vivo study. The blockade of RGS4 

potentiates the antidykinetic effect of NOP receptor agonism but did not affect the NOP driven 

sedative effect. Consequently, the evidence that RGS4 and RGS19 can regulate NOP receptor in vitro 

discloses the intriguing possibility that these regulators might modulate different NOP receptor 

mediated responses in vivo. In conclusion, this report and our previous findings confirmed the the 

interaction between RGS4 and NOP receptor. This is interesting because targeting signaling 

molecules downstream of GPCRs, i.e. RGS proteins, can prove a novel tool to improve drug safety 

and clinical profile. 
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